
Lesson C6–3

Identifying Large Landscape

Maintenance Equipment

Unit C. Nursery, Landscaping, and Gardening

Problem Area 6. Identifying and Maintaining Tools and Equipment

Lesson 3. Using Large Landscape Maintenance Equipment

New Mexico Content Standard:

Pathway Strand: Power, Structural and Technical Systems

Standard: II: Apply principles of operation and maintenance to mechanical equipment,

structures, biological systems, land treatment, power utilization, and technology.

Benchmark: II-B: Observe rules of the road to operate machinery and equipment.

Performance Standard: 3. Select proper machine(s) for specific task(s). 4. Safely operate

equipment.

Student Learning Objectives. Instruction in this lesson should result in students

achieving the following objectives:

1. Describe the types of tractors and transport equipment used in landscaping.

2. Explain cutting and digging equipment used in landscaping projects.

3. Describe tillage and soil moving equipment used in landscaping.

4. Discuss the maintenance of large landscape equipment.
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List of Resources. The following resources may be useful in teaching this lesson:

Recommended Resources. One of the following resources should be selected to accompany the

lesson:

Instructional Materials Service. Identifying, Maintaining, and Storing Tools and
Equipment Used in Horticultural Plant Production. College Station, Texas: Texas

A & M University (8929-A).

Other Resources. The following resources will be useful to students and teachers:

Schroeder, Charles B., et al. Introduction to Horticulture, Third Edition. Danville,

Illinois: Interstate Publishers, Inc., 2000.

Phipps, Lloyd J. and Glen M. Miller. AgriScience Mechanics. Danville, Illinois:

Interstate Publishers, Inc., 1998.

Biondo, Ronald J. and Charles B. Schroeder. Introduction to Landscaping: Design,
Construction, and Maintenance, Second Edition. Danville, Illinois: Interstate

Publishers, Inc., 2003.

Reiley, H. Edward and Carroll L. Shry, Jr. Introductory Horticulture, Sixth Edition.

Albany, New York: Delmar Publishers, 2002.

Cooper, Elmer L. Agricultural Mechanics: Fundamentals & Applications, Fourth Edi-

tion. Albany, New York: Delmar Publishers, 2002.

List of Equipment, Tools, Supplies, and Facilities

Writing surface

Overhead projector

Transparencies from attached masters

Operations manual for at least one piece of large landscape equipment

Terms. The following terms are presented in this lesson (shown in bold italics):

Backhoe

Bulldozer

Chisel plow

Disk

Dump truck

Field cultivator

Forklifts

Front-end loader

Grader

Harrow

Hydraulic cylinders
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Mechanical tree spade

Posthole digger

Power take off (PTO) shaft

Shredders

Stump grinders

Trencher

Interest Approach. Use an interest approach that will prepare the students for the les-

son. Teachers often develop approaches for their unique class and student situations. A possible

approach is included here.

As the size of the landscaping job increases so does the size of the equipment. If possible, take a field trip to
see as much of the equipment described in this lesson as possible. Large equipment will greatly increase the
efficiency of the work. Examples of helpful equipment are included in this lesson.

Summary of Content and Teaching Strategies

Objective 1: Describe the types of tractors and transport equipment used in landscaping.

Anticipated Problem: What types of tractors and transport equipment are used in landscaping?

I. Many types of large equipment are useful in the horticulture industry. Tractors are the

power source for many pieces of equipment. Transportation equipment is used to haul

equipment and horticultural materials.

A. Tractors are the power source for pulling and operating large equipment. Small utility

tractors are fueled by gasoline. Larger tractors usually have diesel engines. The power

take off (PTO) shaft is a shaft that drives or powers pull behind equipment such as a fer-

tilizer spreader. Hydraulic cylinders can be used to lift and lower equipment such as a

front-end loader. Tractors can also be used for towing equipment that has its own en-

gine.

B. Transportation equipment includes trucks, forklifts, and trailers. Trucks and trailers are

used to haul supplies and equipment to the job site. Forklifts are hydraulically operated,

self-powered machines that are used to move, load, and unload supplies stacked on pal-

lets.

Bring in a tractor with a piece of equipment that is PTO driven and lifted hydraulically. Demonstrate how
the PTO and hydraulic cylinders work.
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Objective 2: Explain cutting and digging equipment used in landscaping projects.

Anticipated Problem: What cutting and digging equipment is used on large landscaping pro-

jects?

II. Cutting and digging equipment is expensive but important in the landscaping business.

A. Mowers cut grass and weeds. Shredders are PTO operated by a tractor or are pulled by a

truck if they have their own motor. Shredders grind branches and limbs into wood chips

used for mulch. Stump grinders are used to grind tree stumps into fine wood chips

(coarse sawdust) that is also used as mulch.

B. Soil digging equipment is essential for many jobs. A backhoe is a hydraulically operated

bucket on the back of a tractor used to dig trenches and holes. A posthole digger is an-

other hydraulically operated piece of equipment that mounts on the back of a tractor. It

is a fast way to dig holes for fence posts. A trencher is a hydraulically driven rotating

chain with blades that is used to dig a narrow channel for the placement of concrete

footings or electric wiring. A mechanical tree spade is mounted on a truck and is used to

dig medium size trees. The tree spade filled with the tree and surrounding soil is trans-

ported to a new location for planting.

Visit a landscaper to see the large landscape equipment. Learn names and function of each piece of equip-
ment. Use TM: C6–3A to illustrate examples of some of the equipment.

Objective 3: Describe tillage and soil moving equipment used in landscaping.

Anticipated Problem: What tillage and soil moving equipment is used on large landscaping pro-

jects?

III. Tillage equipment loosens soil for seedbed preparation, aeration, weed control, and ease of

water movement. Soil moving equipment allows the movement of soil in one area to other

areas where it is needed.

A. A field cultivator has shovels that dig into the ground to loosen soil and kill weeds. A

disk is a piece of equipment that uses round blades to loosen and pulverize the soil. It is

especially useful in seedbed preparation. A harrow has steel prongs or teeth and is used

as a leveling device. It is often attached to or pulled behind a disk or field cultivator. A

chisel plow has a combination of round blades in the front and shovels in the back. It

tills deeper than a disk or field cultivator and leaves the surface rough and open.

B. Soil moving equipment can move large quantities of material in a short period of time. A

bulldozer has a front blade and runs on tracks rather than tires. A front-end loader has a

bucket and is a tire operated machine. A grader is a self propeller piece of equipment

that has a blade that can be depth and angle adjusted. A dump truck is a truck used for

hauling material that can be hydraulically dumped.

Visit a landscaper, farmer, and/or building contractor to see these pieces of large landscape equipment.
Learn names and function of each piece of equipment.
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Objective 4: Discuss the maintenance of large landscape equipment.

Anticipated Problem: What maintenance should be done with large equipment?

IV. Maintenance and storage procedures for large power equipment is generally explained in the

equipment’s operations manual.

A. Carefully check over the equipment before each use for needed repairs.

B. Check fluid levels, service records, and general condition of the equipment before start-

ing.

C. Large landscape equipment represents a substantial investment. Proper maintenance

and operation are essential to protect your investment and keep the equipment working

efficiently.

D. Store the equipment in a clean dry place. Keep equipment clean and well lubricated.

Use an operations manual from a piece of large landscape equipment to show the manufacturer’s recom-
mended maintenance. Go through the manual with the piece of equipment on hand.

Review/Summary. Name the pieces of equipment and have students identify pictures of

the equipment and tell the function of each. Stress the importance of regularly scheduled mainte-

nance on these expensive pieces of equipment. Use an operations manual to review required

maintenance.

Application. Learn to identify the equipment. Working through the recommended mainte-

nance with a piece of equipment will help the apply of the lesson.

Evaluation. Observe students as they work through the equipment maintenance, complete

the lab sheet identification, and answer the test questions.

Answers to Sample Test:

Part One: Matching

1=e, 2=i, 3=a, 4=j, 5=h, 6=d, 7=c, 8=g, 9=b, 10=f

Part Two: Completion

1. gasoline, diesel

2. power take off (PTO) shaft, hydraulic cylinder

3. post hole digger

4. fluid

5. operator’s manual
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Part Three: Short Answer

1. Bulldozers are track driven while front end loaders are tire driven. Bulldozers may also be

larger.

2. Maintenance is especially important with large landscape equipment because of the sub-

stantial investment in the equipment. Proper maintenance helps extend the useful life of

the equipment.
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Sample Test Name_____________________________________

Test

Lesson C6–3: Using Landscape Maintenance

Equipment

Part One: Matching

Instructions. Match the term with the correct response. Write the letter of the term by the defini-
tion.

a. backhoe e. forklift i. stump grinder

b. chisel plow f. grader j. trencher

c. disk g. harrow

d. field cultivator h. mechanical tree spade

_______ 1. Hydraulic operated self-propelled machine used to move, load, and unload supplies

stacked on pallets.

_______ 2. Used to grind tree stumps into fine wood chips.

_______ 3. Hydraulically operated bucket on the back of a tractor to dig trenches and holes.

_______ 4. Hydraulically operated rotating chain with blades that is used to dig narrow

trenches.

_______ 5. Mounted on a truck and used to dig and transport trees.

_______ 6. Equipment with shovels that dig into the ground to loosen soil and remove weeds.

_______ 7. Equipment that uses round blades to loosen and pulverize soil.

_______ 8. Equipment with steel prongs or teeth that is used as a leveling device.

_______ 9. Equipment with combination of round blades and shovels that leaves the soil sur-

face rough and open.

_______ 10. Self-propelled equipment with a depth and angle blade adjustment.

Part Two: Completion

Instructions. Provide the word or words to complete the following statements.

1. Small tractors usually are fueled by _________________ while large tractors usually have

___________________ engines.
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2. Pull behind equipment can have its own engine or be powered by the tractor

_________________________ or a _________________ connected to the tractor.

3. A ___________________ is used to dig a hole for fence posts.

4. Before starting equipment, check _____________ levels.

5. The best source of maintenance information for a piece of equipment is the

______________ _____________________.

Part Three: Short Answer

Instructions. Provide information to answer the following questions.

1. How are bulldozers and front end loaders different?

2. Why is maintenance especially important with large landscape equipment?
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TM: C6–3A

LARGE LANDSCAPE

EQUIPMENT

… CUTTING, GRINDING, AND

DIGGING
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